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Answer all questions.

01. A company makes two products (X and Y) using two machines (A and B)' Each unit of X

requires 50 minutes processing time on machine A and 30 minutes processing time on

machine B. Each unit of Y requires 24 minutes processirig'time on machine A and 33

minutes processing time on machine B. Available processing ti*" on machine A is 40 hours

and on machine B is 35 hours per week. Profits per unit of k and Y are Rs' 50 and Rs" 30'

respectively. Formulate the problem of deciding how much of each product to produce in a

week as a iinear proglam. Determine the optimal product mix thathwill maximize profit

using gaPhical method'

i02. Use the Simplex method to solve the following problem'

MaximizeZ=Xt + 2X2-X3

Subject to the constraints;

}Xr+ X2 + x3 < \4,

4X1+ ZXz+ 3Xt < 28,

2X1+ 5X2 + 5Xr < 30,

Xt, Xz' X: > 0'

(P. r" o.)
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03. Solve the following iinear prbgram, using Dual simplex method'

Mrnimize Z:/Xt + ZXz + 5X: + 4Xt

Subject to the constraints;

2X1 + 4Xz+ 7X: + >G > 5'

8Xr + 4Xz+ 6X3 + 4X4>-8'

3Xr + 8Xz + X3+ 4X4>-4'

XrZ0,X2Z0,X3Z0,X+20'

04.UsingRevisedSimplexmethod,solvethefollowinglinearpfogram.

Maximize Z:ZX1+ 3Y'z-X3+ 4X4

Subject to the constraints;

xt-ZXz+&+4Xs510,
Xr + Xz + 3X: + 2X4S 16,

ZXr+QlZ)Xz-X:-&<8'
Xt, Xz, X:, )Q Z 0'

I

05. A sman garment industry has f,rve ta'ors stitching five different types of garments' A11

are capable of stitching the five t}'pes of garments' The output per day per tailor t

profit (Rs.) fbr each type of garment are given below'

(i)Formulatetheproblemsasthelinearprogammingbyclearlystatingtheconstral

(ii)FindtheoptimalassignmentthatmaximizestheprofitusingHungarianmethod

(iii)What is the profit for the optimai assignment?

P

06.

Garments

Profit per g4M94



06. A company has three factories (Fr, Fz, F3) and four warehouses (W1, Wz, W:,

locations. The company wants to transport items fi'om factories to warehouses at the

minimum total transportation cost. Transportation cost per unit from each factory to each

warehouse is as follow.

Factory
Warehouse Factory Capacity

Wr w, W3 W4

Fr t9 30 50 10 7

Fz 70 30 40 60 9

F3
40 8 70 20 t8

Warehouse Requirements 5 8 7 t4 34

Build the mathematical model for the above transportation pr6Hem. Find the initial feasible

solution by Vogel's Approximation Method (VAM), Che6k optimality of the solutions

using Modified method (MODI) or UV method.
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